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Six Characters in Search of an Author is an______ for the theater.

 allegory  overstatement  irony       understatement

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Father, in Six Characters in Search of an Author, insists on reality of the character and believes that

a character is "somebody" while a man may be "no body". The reason is ______.

man is created by illusion while character is created by reality

from his point of view, man's creator is unknown  while character's creator is known

man cannot enter the realm of fiction while character can be real (like historical characters) or

fictional

man is subject of time, whereas character exists in timeless reality of art.

2-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Father in Six Characters in Search of an Author believes that ______ suffers from a "mental

deafness".

he the mother   the author the boy

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The Step-daughter discovers a ______ in Boy's pocket.

chef's hat           knife revolver money

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The characters are searching an author to _______.

change their destiny      help them role play in another play

unchain them from the fictional world  bring their drama into being

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Ivan, in Death of Evan Ilych, believes that he does not deserve his suffering because________.

his family must suffer he has lived rightly

he has not lived a good life  he must live longer

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

During the painful process of death, Ivan begins to hate his family because______.

they forget him      they argue about his inheritance

they avoid the subject of his death    they don't take care of him

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Remembering his memories, what period is Ivan's best time of life?

his days at his office        his childhood

his wedding day      his children's birthday

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Peter is Ivan's_____.

best friend    brother                cousin child

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Tolstoy dramatizes Praskovya as ______ in Death of Evan Ilych.

an affectionate woman a sympathetic wife

an unsympathetic wife                caretaker and comforter

10-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In Blood Wedding, the mother launches into a fit of hysterics whenever the Bridegroom carries a

knife, the reason is______.

she is afraid of her own death

she is afraid that the Bridegroom kills Leonard Felix and his family

she believes that cutting the grapes with knife causes bad omen

she believes that knives are responsible for the murder of her husband and son

11-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Bride's mother has a bad reputation in town for_____.

not loving her husband killing her husband

too much unpaid loans    hitting servants

12-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In Mother's view the Bride's duty as a wife will be______.

to save enough money to buy a good dowry

 to give the Bridegroom many children

 to save the Bridegroom from bad omen

 to help her husband in financial problems

13-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Why does the Mother wish the Bridegroom were a girl?

to help her in household chores

 to sympathize for her husband and son's death

to marry a stout man who unlike the Bridegroom could take care of their farm

he would stay at home and safe from outside dangers

14-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What is Bride's relationship with Leonardo Felix?

she was in love with him she is his cousin

 she is a family friend          she is his sister-in-law

15-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In The Garden of Forking Paths, Dr. Tsun calls _______ a "barbarous country".

 China    Imperial Germany

United Kingdom     Ireland

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The British invasion was delayed for______.

13 days 3 years 3days 3weeks

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A________ is Borges' favorite image.

river knife labyrinth war

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The major theme of The Garden of Forking Paths is_______.

 death time

war race discrimination

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In "The Waste Land" by T.S.Eliot:

All the following options are among the five parts of Waste Land, EXCEPT:

Ashes of Death The Burial of the Dead    

Death by Water What the Thunder Said

20-

1. 2.

3. 4.

According to "The Wasteland", "By the waters of _____ I sat down and wept…"

 death  eternity infidelity       the Thames

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

______ is "known to be the wisest woman in Europe/ with a wicked pack of cards"

Queen Victoria   Madam Sosostris

The Rich Lady Philomla

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

_______ is a character from Ovid's "Metamorphose" who was raped by Tereus.

 Eugenides Philomela  

Madam Sosostris Phlebas

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

In the Little Prince, the Desert is symbol of _______.

 death      limbo  futile effort narrator's mind

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What is the little prince's most important attribute?

innocence  ignorance knowledge modesty

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

After coming across the rose garden, the little prince mourns, the reason is_______.

he feels lonely  

he misses his own rose

he understands that his rose is an ordinary flower not a special entity

his rose is lonely in a far planet

26-

1.

2.

3.

4.

The narrator of the story is the_____ .

snake little prince pilot fox

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The major event of Metamorphoses happens when Gregor Samsa wakes up and finds himself

transformed into______.

Satan an angel     

a monstrous vermin a woman

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The most important consequence of Gregor's metamorphoses is________.

 that he lost his job  that he is in shortage of money

his knowledge about absurdity of life his alienation

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Haiku's old name was_______.

Kigo Hokku Hokka Haibun

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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